Stem Cell Reports
Editorial Message from the Editor: Stem Cell Science in the Time of At Stem Cell Reports, we recognize the disruption that the COVID-19 pandemic is causing to our community of scientists and to their work. Our Editorial team met (via teleconference, of course) on Tuesday 24 March to discuss our response to the situation. Our overriding concern is to ensure that the communication of new results and new concepts in the field continues to the fullest extent possible-that stem cell science stays alive through this crisis.
We fully endorse and will adhere to the principles in the statement from our colleagues at Cell Press regarding their response to scientists impacted by the pandemic (available at the Cell Press Coronavirus Resource Hub, https://www. cell.com/2019-nCOV). However, I also wish to alert our contributors, reviewers, and readers to some options available and some actions that Stem Cell Reports is implementing now.
For those contemplating submission of new work, we wish to draw your attention to a few options. We recognize that you may have important novel findings of great merit that would nevertheless require considerable additional work to bring to the level of a full Article. If the timeline for completion seems very uncertain or a long distance into the future, and it is critical to communicate the findings in a timely fashion, consider submitting the study to the journal as a Report. Second, some laboratory heads, postdoctoral researchers, or students may find that they have more time for scholarly pursuits when labs are shuttered. Consider writing and submitting a Minireview or Review, Commentary, Perspective, Forum, or other form of what we call ''front matter'' for Stem Cell Reports. Finally, it may be that you have exciting work that was under consideration at another journal and was unfortunately declined for publication. We understand that many meritorious manuscripts are rejected for a wide variety of reasons. If the work is fundamentally strong and novel, and you wish for us to consider it, we are prepared to fast-track its review and hopefully publish it quickly. In this situation we ask you to submit screenshots of the reviews from the original submission and your response to the critiques along with your revised article. This might be particularly helpful in those instances where reviewers might have appreciated the goals of your study but required that much additional experimental work be completed before further consideration. For all of the above, we encourage and are very happy to respond to pre-submission inquiries.
We are totally dependent upon our fantastic community of reviewers for maintaining the standards of the journal and for helping authors to sharpen and improve their manuscripts. We recognize that many reviewers may have additional burdens during this time, be they related to research, teaching, administrative, or family obligations. We appreciate reviewers' contributions and will be understanding if some reviews take longer than usual to collect, and we hope our authors will practice similar forbearance. At the same time the editors will be monitoring the review process to ensure that requests for additional work in revision are within reason given existing strictures. Our editors will use careful judgement in such instances, weighing the value of the manuscript in its present form versus the likelihood of completing requested revisions in a reasonable time frame, and the necessity and added scientific value of additional experiments. This has generally been our policy, but we will be especially observant of it now. Authors with studies currently under revision at Stem Cell Reports who have concerns about their ability to complete outstanding work are welcome to contact me to discuss the issues.
Throughout this time we will be focused on maintaining the high scientific standards of Stem Cell Reports while ensuring that excellent new findings and commentaries are published as soon as possible. I am very fortunate to work with an outstanding group of editors and an Editorial Board who are working scientists and leaders in our field. This journal is run by scientists for scientists. We all appreciate the struggles you are facing on account of this pandemic, and we will do our best to work with you to get your exciting work into press with the least possible delay.
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